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College security and
Wooster police investigate

Meet the Greeks

assault incidences on
campus

An interview with
student Adam Clark
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JUDY NICHOLS.
News Editor
Following 43 minutes of debate.
Campus Council defeated
Council's proposed charter that
included a change in its name to
Council, or IFC.
Wednesday's vote was 9 against
the name change, with two Campus
Council members abstaining from
Inter-Secti-

on

3--

voting.
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FIRST YEAR
FORUM CALENDAR
August

26-Octo-ber

IS

Twenty-seve- n
Contemporary
Native American Artists
Art Exhibition

August 30
Jenifer K. Ward

Assistant Professor of German
The College of Wooster
September 14
Arthur Schlesinger. Jr.
Author, Historian, and Educator
September 22
Charles E. Hurst
Professor of Sociology
The College of Wooster
September 28
Raymond G.McCall
Virginia Myers Professor ot
English and Professor of Theatre
The College of Wooster

October 4

The Cleveland Orchestra
Jahja Ling conducting

October 8
Paul Chaat Smith
Comanche Writer and Activist
October 14
Ralph Wiley
Author. Journalist, and TV
Commentator
October 19
WUUeRuff
Professor of Music
Yale University
DwUce Mitchell
Duke Ellington Visiting Fellow
Yale University
Jazz ConcertLecture
November 4 '

Barbara Ehrenreich

Author, Journalist, and Social
Clinic
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Men's soccer team
captures title at Wooster
Invitational over the
weekend
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Exhibit of Egyptian Art
at Cleveland Museum a
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The discussion preceding the vote
revealed two different ways of thinking about the issue. Those who
supported the change to IPC pointed
out that the word "fraternal" more
accurately describes the present nature of men's sections on campus.
Opponents of the change to "fraternal" feh that the present nature of

sections is the result of fundamental
changes in the organizations that run
contrary to decrees by the Board of
Trustees.
A written statement by Senior
Mike Holden, president of
Council, began the discussion.
Holden explained in favor of the
change that the term "fraternal"more
Inter-Secti-

on

accurately expresses the image

of

brotherhood that ISC promotes. He
also stressed that ISC has no interest
in moving toward national fraternities, and that the separate sections on
campus would still be referred to as
sections.
In another written statement, senior Eugene DePasquale,
ofIS (declared that"the changing of the word will not change any-thiexcept eiv us the name that
vice-presi-d-

ent

n?

we deserve,"
Following support for the name
change, several present at the meet-in- g
called into question the College's
historical stance toward fraternities
and sororities. The most important
document that sets forth this stance
is a decree of the Board of Trustees
on February 13,1913.
Part of the decree, which was read
at the Campus Council meeting,
states: "be it Resolved: by the Board
of Trustees of the University of
Wooster that it is the sense of this
Board mat the further initiation of
members by fraternities and sororities of this University be prohibited
on and after this date"
By 1936, however, social organizations had again become visible on
eampas, and the Board of Trustees-

a recommendation by the
faculty to recognize the "social
clubs' on campus.
Full support by faculty for Greek
organizations has eroded since then.
The latest example is a 58: 1 vote by
faculty last spring to oppose the IPC
name. Professor Ron Hustwit of
Philosophy explained such a strong
faculty sentiment by voicing the
faculty's concern over the change in
the section system in the past ten to
adopted

fifteen years.

Hustwit asserted mat "there is a
real change toward what is recognized as fraternities and sororities''
that the faculty objects to on "educational and traditional grounds. He
made sure to note, though, that the

-

Facetty foranti speakers questioned
AMANDA JUNHN
Staff Writer
SemiThis year's list of Fust-Yenar speakers includes Wooster professors Jenifer K. Ward, Charles E.
Hurst and Raymond G. McCalL In
ar

previous years, professors from the
Ckltegc clid not speak atForum events.
Many students have questioned the
reasons for this change.
In a recent interview. Dean of Faculty Yvonne Williams stressed the
change was not caused by a cut in
funds. She said other measures have
been taken to decrease spending such
as modified ceremonies and fewer
performances.
"Our first consideration has always
been to get quality people that had a
message that people wanted to hear,"
she said. "We (the faculty) feel very
strongly and students have expressed
the desire to hear from our own faculty."
The choice of speakers and also of
Seminar is detexts for First-Yecided by two committees, composed
of faculty and some students: The
First-YeSeminar Committee and
the Educational Policy Committee
(EPC).
Seminar CommitThe First-Yeevaluating past
for
resposible
tee is
and
also for look-seminar
plains
ar

ar

ar
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Jenifer K. Ward, one of three College professors on the forum schedule, spoke on August 30th.
"People wanted to take advantage
SGA president Mike McTieman.
ing ahead to next year's possibilities.
First-Yeour resources on campus," he said.
of
both
the
serves
on
suggestions
who
receives
Dean Williams
will learn better from facStudents
EPC,
the
and
Committee
Seminar
various
and recommendations from
in forum settings,
members
ulty
year
this
speakers
comchoice
of
said
the
sources and submits them to this
added.
McTieman
First-Yeseminar
was the result of previous
mittee The decisions of the
"Faculty members have more time
Seminar Committee must then forums. Some of the big name speakbe approved by the EPC the chief ers of the past actually turned out to be and follow it op on Tuesdays and
Thursdays in class, he said. '
poor speakers, he said.
academic comminpr-ar

ar
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ISC name prop QS2 1 defeated
Stu-den-

Sophie Penney, who spoke on
behalf of the Dean's Office. Penney
pointed out that the term "fraternity"
was not used on campus until recently, and that such use could create confusion wiih use of the similar
term "section."
These comments led to a discussion of the origin of the term "section,' which several explained referred to the partitioned areas of
Kenarden. Others then pointed out
that since students no longer have to
live in these areas to be considered
part of a section, the use of the term
"section" has become obsolete.
Campus Council proceeded to articulate more clearly what .in the
charter needed to be changed to gain
approval. What ensued was a debate

on substantive ideas in the charter
itself, even though most Campus
Council members had previously
appeared to be concerned only with
the organization's name.
Several brought into question the
selection process of sections and
clubs, which they argued was discriminatory on the basis of race and
sex. After 30 minutes of debate on
the issue. Campus Council tabled
the discussion until next week's
meeting. The name will remain the
same, but the reasons for rejection
will be announced next week.
Senior Charlie Gall, in reaction to
the meeting, pointed out that the
term "fraternity is already used in
all the sections' constitutions on campus. He stated, "The name change is
not indicative of us changing direction, but just more accurately reflects what we are, whether or not
the administration agrees.'

i

kind of disk, bring it to the
consultant's desk. The consultant
may be able to repair the problem , or
if not, recover your files onto another disk..
One of the most important rules is
not to ignore warning signs. Often a
disk will behave unusually before
crashing. If the disk takes longer
than normal to mount after inserting
it, if you have trouble using files

stored pn.it, or if the Macintosh1!
gives you a message saving the disk
is damaged, then you should bring hv
in to the consultant
Disks should be stored in a cool,
dry place away from anything that
generates a magnetic field. These
objects include stereos, telephones,
televisions, and the computer itself.
You should not let the disk get wet or
subject it to extremes of temperature. When carrying a disk across
campus, it's safest to use a plastic
case, available almost an yw here you
can buy disks. The cases usually
hold up to five disks and protect
them from the weather and damage.
1

503 E. LIBERTY ST.
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Lee Schultz, Assistant Director of
lutely nothing" to substantiate it, and
EMILY SILVERMAN
ACS, declared, upon being asked
Chief Staff Writer
has "no idea" how it started.
According to Dixon, when ACS about the rumor, that "this is the first
The rumor floating about that Academic Computing Services will be installed a new software server over
I have ever heard of it"
Novemshut down for the month of
the summer.the terminals were down
Carl Zimmerman, Director of
ber has been denied.
for about two hours. Now, with a ACS, also denied the rumor and
Officials inTaylor Hall are unsure new hardware system beinginstalled, speculated that confusion stemmed
about how such a rumor was started, there is a chance that access may be from the fact that more computers
but Scott Dixon, User Services In--, .down for one day, and rrjostjikely-fo- r .are being installed in Taylor
only a period of severaTh&irsV'v
tern at ACS, insists there is "abso

Incidents prompt campus alert
is a suspected robbery.
The second incident, an aggravated menacing, occurred nearly ten
hours later at 10:00 am. Both incidents took place at the north end of
campus.
Steve Glick, Detective at the
Wooster Police Department, reports
posting signs across campus that interviews with victims and witnesses have determined that four
Wednesday afternoon.
The first incident, which occurred black males were involved as
at 12:17 son. Wednesday raorningr - trators. One. of the perpetrators was

JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
Campus Security and the Wooster
Police are investigating two incidents that occurred at the College
early Wednesday morning. Security immediately informed the College community of the situation by

possibly armed with a handgun.
Glick also reports that theWooster
Police knows of two victims of the
incidents, although more victims
may have been involved. None of
the. victims were physically harmed,
according to the Campus Alert message.
The Wooster Police Department
is still conducting interviews with
victims and witnesses, and Click
noted that they are still "early in the
investigation.'
Anyone with information about
these incidents is requested to con0
or the Departtact Glick at
ment of Security, extension 2590.
287-570-

Fisheries. Earn $6CXHweek in canneries or $4,(XX-monton fishing boats. Free transportation! Room and Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary.
Male or Female. For employment program
call
ext. A5562
h

2 Largt Pizzas with
pop ONLY $1259!
3 nan . . . additional kon S 1.40 (oowerf bach pizzas)
DINING ROOM:

r--

'

ALASKA

2 Medium Pizzas with Miter pop ONLY $9.99!
3 man . . . additinnal ken SI.20 (coven both pizzas)
2-U-

--

2644254

'til 2 a.m. FrL & Sat.!

FREE DELIVERY

-

The Computer Center in Taylor, contrary to rumor, win remain open for students to use.

Academic Computing news
SPECIAL TO THE VOICE
Floppy disks for the Macintosh1""
are very sturdy, but you do need to
watch out for a few things that can
damage or destroy your disks. If you
are experiencing difficulties with any

Special! ring In
Designer Labels
with selections UNDER

1-206-5-

45-4155

aja., FrL & Sat--, 'til 4 man.

I

$10.00
--

JL

Julie Wright, of the Northern Ohio Region
I
of the American Red Cross,
will be conducting interviews with students interested in an
internship position on Friday, September 1 8.
Students must be at least juniors with major emphasis in
journalism, public relations, English or Communications.
Contact the CD&P for more infonnadon.

September 11, 1992

Shutdown of computer center denied

ISCfrom front page

faculty is not opposed to the original
idea of a local section and club system Other participants in the meeting included Associate Dean of ts

--

HAIR IN YOUR
Come get

it

EYES???

--

Ruuna Republic
CAP

cut at

:

Uptown
Downtown

Thrift

Dick Stall's Hair Clinic

Boutique

appointments or walk ins welcome

250 West North Sl
5
Wooster

Men's and women's hair

262-973-

389 W. Liberty

(next to AAA)

264-333-

1
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Student Government Association
elections are approaching

"OSS?

$1003

tl

,

I$i778

tary- -

The Student Government Association is composed ofan eight member Cabinet and twenty-fiv- e
student
Senators who work together to address the concerns of the student
body and to provide programs and
services for the campus community.
The Cabinet was elected in the
Spring consisting of: President- - Mike
McTiernan, Vice President for

n-Zafar

Stu-de- nt

Affairs-Lis- a

440

Ostermueller, Vice

President for Academic Affairs- - Jeff
Lan ger.Direc tor of Public Re lations-Kath- y
Wilson, Director of Special
Projects-- Graham Stevens, Secre

Apple Macintosh Classic

Oliver Preuss and ParliamentariaKhan.

ELECTIONS
FOR
THIS
YEAR'S SENATE POSITIONS
ARE APPROACHING !! Five fust
years, five sophomores, five juniors,
five seniors and five
representatives wiU be elected on September 17th in an all campus election at dinner time.
Petitions are now available at the
Lowry front desk or during lunch in
At-lar-ge

N

Petitions are due Monday, September 14th.
All candidates and a friend are

--

I

$1480

I

440

Apple Macintosh LC II

D

required to attend a publicity meeting Monday, September 14th at 10
pjn. in Lowry 119.
Get ready for an exciting and active year on the SGA. MAKE A
DIFFERENCE AND HAVE FUN-JOISGA & "DO GREAT
THINGS !"

the Lowry lobby.

rjn
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Apple Macintosh PowerBook" 145

SGA RELEASE

f1

r-

-
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International Programs bulletin
SPECIAL TO THE VOICE
Hello all you interested study
abroad fans! The big announcement
this week is die Program of the
Week. Next week. CEUCAwfll be
here to tell you about their program
1
in Bogota, Colombia. The program
will be Wednesday, September 16
-and it win run from 1 1 ajn. to 1 p jn.
sL
in Lowry Lobby, followed by a presentation at 3:00 in Kauke 229.
As a sort of added attraction, we
are pleased to announce that GL.C.A. win be here to represent their
program in Aberdeen. Scotland on Monday, September 2 1 . Keep an eye on
this column to find out who's who among study abroad programs!
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Apple Macintosh

I

I

Hsi

Buy one of these.
it)

Mm

-

sr

rOOHRECT
)

Creator

fr

"

Get all of these.
Get over '400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the
Apple Macintosh computers shown above at our best prices ever.
Andifyou are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for
details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student

aid like this is only available through October 15, 1992
your authorized Apple campus reseller.

- and only at

, n
,
.
i
MaCUltOSh MllClent
Aid Package.

The
For further information contact Chris Hamilton
Taylor Hall Room 311 ExL 2245

a-j-

f.

rv
U.

Inc. The Random House Encyclopedia is a trademark
O 1992 Apple Computet-- , Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh art registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Gnat a a registered trademark Seemed to Apple Computer, inc. PowerBook it a trademark of Apple Computer,
of Random House, Inc. American Heritage Etetronic Dictwnary, Electronic Tr
a trademark of Buotwarr Software Company, Inc. AJ product names arr the trademark of their ropecrnr holders. Oftcr pxxl on the Maaniosh PowerBook 145 V) configuration
Language Systems, Inc. Calendar Orator a a trademark of Power Up Software Corporation HesumeWntcr
widi sofrware ard denr
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Inrtro to Campes Clubs amid Sections
for each member. The bond

be-

tween our members grows strong as
we learn how to have fun and laugh

add

Alpha Gamma Phi
Alpha Gamma Phi was formed by
women who desired an alternative
to other clubs on campus. Thus, on
February 28, 1983, Alpha Gamma
Phi became an official club.
Anticipating our I Oth anniversary,
we stand as a viable organization at
Wooster. Our main purpose is not
only to serve ourselves but to serve
the campus and the Wooster community. As a group. Alpha Gamms
work through several activities. We

volunteer our time on campus,
through community projects, such
as the American Association

of Uni-

versity Women book sale, and
through fund raisers. We participate
in Greek Week and hold campus
parties and club formals annually.
Our club is unified and close-kniyet it desires each member to express her individuality. Therefore,
you will find that Alpha Gamms
hold numerous leadership positions
on campus. If you are interested in
finding out more about Alpha
Gamma Phi, please feel free to contact any of our members.
Club Flower: Gardenia
Club Colors: Blue and Grey
Club Symbol: Diamond
Advisor: PamFrese, Sociology
President: Sarah Murchison
t,

XQ
Chi Omega Psi
Chi Omega Psi began in 1976,
founded on the principles of friendship, honesty and understanding.
These ideals, grounded in each
person's individuality, provide a
--strong' and lasting-- support system

together and how to care for each
other when problems arise. We are
proud of our club's diversity, and we
support each member's individuality because we know that each person has something unique and special to offer our club. Each year we
have a number of social events that
range from happy hours to playing
volleyball to our annual spring formal. We also participate in a variety
of service projects and fundraisers
each year. If you are interested in
Chios, please feel free to contact any
of our members.
Club Flower: Red and White Carnations
Club Colors: Red and White
Advisor: Cameron Manese, Student
Research Coordinator
President: Molly Flewelling

current clubs at Wooster, stressing
strong friendship, emphasis on academics, community awareness and
diversity. We seek to develop a club
which contains unique individuals
whoeach contribute something posi-tiand different to the club in order
to create a diverse yet harmonious
friendship. During the year, we plan
activities such as parties, regular visits to the humane society and private
such as movie nights,
study group, ice cream trips, etc. We
enjoy having good times together
siswithin a relaxed, yet close-kn- it

ing activities with men and women
working together. The main purpose
of theCrandall House is to maintain
individuality while belonging to a
club. Every fall we sponsor a large
social function called Bacchanalia

ve

"get-together-

and hold informal gatherings
thoughout the year. The members of
Crandall look forward to meeting
pledges and making new friendships.
Club Flower: Scarlet Begonia
Club Colors: Scarlet and Grey
Club Symbol: Steal Your Face
Advisor: AlphineJefferson, History
Women's President: Jodi Siebold

s"

terhood.
Club Flowers: Iris, Bluebells
Club Colors: Emerald Green
Amethyst
Club Symbol: Dolphin

and

ITK

.

President: Jennifer Sherwood

EKO

Epsikm Kappa Omicron
The tradition of Epsilon Kappa
Omicron dates back to the mid 1940s.
Delta Phi Alpha
The goals that our founding memDelta Phi Alpha was founded in bers established then have remained
January, 1989, by twelve African-Americconstant through the years, and our
women. The main purdedication to Excellence, Kindness
pose of Delta Phi Alpha is to proand Oneness has never faltered. We
feel that individuality sets our memmote not only a positive social envibers apart, but EKO has become the
ronment, but alsoa continuous learning atmosphere. Its members may uniting force for us aU. We have
live together, learn from each other, held club housing in Bissman's
eighth section for nine years. Our
and become more mature women
housing serves not only as a meeting
through information sessions and
of cultural enrichment and place but also as a common spot to
awareness inside and outside our hang out, relax and have a good
time. We fed that joining EKO is a .
community through programs, ac'
tivities and group travel experience. way of establishing a whole network
Delia Phi Alpha members live by of friendships with a fun, diverse
these principles: Unity, loyalty, and unique group of women. Our
respect, love' annual activities include:
pride,
parties
and pursuit of excellence. Del ta Phi
-- fall and spring formals
Alpha is also committed to promot-- fundraisers
ing positive racial and ethnic rela-- service projects
tions outside and inside our organi-- Honiecoming
and Parent's Weekzation.
end
Club Flower: African Violet
-- private parties and happy hours
Club Colors: Pink, Purple and Grey
-participation in Greek Week
Symbol:
Unicorn
Club
-barn parties
Advisors: Jim Turner. Associate
Director of Admissions: Sylvia Club Flower: Narcissus
Club Colors: Green and Gold
Lockett. Office of the Registrar
Advisor: Anne Gates. Education
President: Antoinette Dendtler
President: Lisa Clark

AOA

an

de-velopm-

zor
Zeta Phi Gamma
The women of Zeta Phi Gamma
are devoted to our motto, "Seek the
high call of friendship." We are a
close sisterhood in our fifth year.
Zeta Phi Gamma was reinstated in
1988 by a group of women who
desired an alternative to the other
clubs on campus
Our members are not only proud
of the base we have built, we depend
on it. Our unity grows through our
involvement in both service projects
and fundraisers and through the organization of
parties and
all-camp- us

formals.

'

-

Many of our members live in our
club bousing in the middle section of
Armington. Zeta Phi Gamma is made
up of a diverse group of women who
respect the uniqueness of our sisters.
Club Colors: Black. Red and White
Club Symbol: The Imp
Advisor: Sophie Penney, Associate
Dean of Students
President: Lisa Ostermueller

ent

1

self-discipli-

Pi Kappa
Originally a chapter of Kappa
Kappa Gamma, Pi Kappa proudly
holds the honor of being the oldest
social club on campus. Although the
"Peanuts," which we are traditionally called, was chartered in 1918
after Wooster's national sororities
disbanded. Pi Kappa is constantly
changing as times change and new
ideas and faces appear. We sponsor
community service projects, fund
raisers, all campus parties and
formals. Most importantly, we offer
an alternative to women on campus
who are seeking a relaxed atmosphere and a good time. We would
all like to welcome you to The College of Wooster, and we look for- -

ward to meeting you and making
new friends.
Club Flower: Yellow Rose
Club Colors: Purple and Gold
Club Symbol: Mr. Peanut
Advisor: Heather Fin Gibbon,
Sociology
President: DawnDiScipio

ne,

-al-

Delta Theta Psi
In the spring of 1992, Delta Theta
Psi was formed in an effort to create
a slightly more' relaxed version of

l-campus

Kappa Phi Sigma

Meet the Greeks Picnic:
'Bigger and Better"
4

MELISSA LAKE
Voice Staff Writer
The Meet the Greeks picnic will
be held on the patio behind Lowry
Center today at 5:30 pjn. All
students interested in meeting the
members of the campus sections
and clubs are encouraged to attend.
The sections and clubs will have
individual tables that potential
members may visit. This is a
change from previous Meet the
Greek events, which were "pretty
chaotic." according to Jody King,
president of Inter-Clu- b
Council.
Most of the active members kept
to themselves and individual sections and clubs were hard to find.
Mike Holden, president of
Council, hopes thatby
Inter--

Kappa Phi Sigma is the only
clubsection at theCoHege, promot- co-e- d

Section

making the Greek members more
accessible the event win be "more
positive...and we can better
present ourselves" to prospective
members.
King feels this year's picnic
will be better because of increased
organization. She says that the
club and section members will
approach the students more than
in past years.
"We're expecting this year to

be bigger and better," says
Holden. "And it's a chance to
escape Lowry food," he explains.
The women's clubs will also
hold a fair in the Lowry pit on
Tuesday. Prospective members
will be able to learn more about
the events and programs carried
out by the clubs.

n
I
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College of Wooster Greek Week '92
the Betas invite you to get to know
us. The important part of Beta Kappa
Phi is that everyone is welcome.
Colors: Green and White

Advisor: Ed Runser, Bookstore
Manager
President: Jay Raymond

KX
Kappa Chi
Members of Kappa Chi maintain
a high standard of excellence.
Whether it is by achieving Phi Beta
Kappa in academics or
status in athletics, we possess
the confidence and competitiveness
that leads to success.
Colors: Red and Blue
Advisor: Ed Runser, Bookstore
Manager
President: Ryan D. Burgess
Ail-Ameri- can

BKO

Beta Kappa Phi
Beta Kappa Phi is the oldest and
most distinguished fraternity on campus. Formed in 1913, we pride ourselves on excellence in academics,
athletics (intramural champions in
soccer and softball) and community
service. However, first and foreKappa Phi Sigma
most Beta Kappa Phi holds brotherKappa Phi Sigma is the only coed
hood in the highest regard. We are clubsection at the college, promotknown for our broad range of intering activities with meiuand women
ests and backgrounds. No other fraworking together. Out main purternity has such a vast group of varpose is to maintain individuality
sity athletes (soccer, lacrosse, swimwhile belonging to a section. Every
trackand golf), fall we sponsor a large function called
ming,
student government leaders and inBacchanalia and hold informal gathternational students. In the simplest erings throughout the year. The
and most honest words if you bold members of Crandall look forward
tradition, trust and true bonding as to meeting pledges and making new
important qualities in a fraternity. friendships.
cross-countr- y,

SPRING BREAK
TRIPS, EARN
CASH & GO FREE!!!
Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus
representatives. Ski
packages also available.
CALL
'93-SE-

Advisor: Alphine Jefferson, History
Men's President: Rich Davis

Phi Omega Sigma

OAT

In 1887, the rho chapter of Delta
Tau Delta was formed on The College of Wooster campus. Due to the
abolition of national fraternities in
1913, the Delts were forced to rewrite their constitution. From that
date on we have been the men's
section Phi Omega Sigma. We take
pride in the fact mat our members
encompass many diverse backgrounds. Each year we continue to
excel in areas ranging from athletics
and academics to the fine arts. The
qualities of each individual create a
strong foundation for our group. This

Omega Alpha Tau
The Oats' attributes can't be
touched upon in a meager paragraph.
If you want to find out what a true
fraternity is like, come and get to
know us.
Colors: Cold and Brown
Advisor: Dwayne Davis, Director
of Residential Life
President: Peter Eyestone

Phi Delta Sigma
The members of Phi Delta Sigma
believe that unity will encourage each
member to have loyalty, pride, and
discipline towards themselves as well
as the Fifth Section. We are able to
do this through social activities, aca- demies, and athletics. Throughout
our extensive history, we have produced over 75 doctors and presently
have alumni in 43 of the 50 states.
Our loyalty to each other is our main

goal.
Colors: Red and Gray
Symbol: Viking

Motto: Carpe Diem
President: Dan Perrius

XiChiPsi
This fraternity is a part of our
lives, but it is not our entire lives.
Visit our table on the Lowry patio
today to find out what we're all about
We also encourage you to attend our

:

first rush Tuesday, September 29th.
Year Founded: 1991
Housing: 3rd Section, Armington

Colors: Royal Blue and Black
Mascot: Tazmardan Devil
Advisor: Robert Blair, Sociology
President: Tom Benchea

.

Phi Sigma Alpha
For the past 37 years under the
chapter name Phi Sigma Alpha and
with roots dating back to the founding of the college, the men of the
sixth section have one of the most
extensive and proud traditions on
campus. The brothers of Phi Sigma

Special thanks to Intersection Council and Inter-Clu- b
Council for their help
in compiling information
for this section.
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$1 125 hr. PART- TIME-SALE-

S

No experience necessary
WOOSTER, OI
LOCATION
0
CALL: (201)

REGULAR CRUST OR PAN PIZZA

PIZZAS

24 hr. transcribing and

word processing
LaserJet Printing

305-595-
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FREE POP WITH A SMALL
PIZZA OR 2 FREE POPS
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BENCHMARK COMPUTING SERVICES

i

Coach

President: MikeBubb

Advisor: Ed Runser, Bookstore
Manager
President: Jasper Oliver

8-4849.

t.

Colors: Blue and Gold
Mascot: Sam theSig
Advisor: Tim Clarke, LacrosseHead

foundation allows Phi Omega Sigma
to affect the social community in a
positive manner.
Colors: Red and White

1-800-64-

r

Alpha dedicate themselves to excellence in the classroom, on the athletic fields, and in the community of
Wooster. However, our main focus
in Bissman Hall is the friendships
that are formed that will last a lifetime. We welcome you to come visit
us whenever you can.
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A casual conversation with Adam Clark
A.:

ADAM KISS
Staff Writer

A native New Englander and junior Philosophy major. Adam Clark
decided to attend The College of
Wooster only when Colorado College decided to place him on their
early decision wait list. Faced with
the reality of corn fields and slush
instead ofpowdery snow and mountain air, Adam decided to make the
most of his nextour years in northern
Ohio. His mountain bike trips to
Spongier Park, interest in rock climblong sessions inthe
ing, and
two-ho- ur

weight room have made him known
among the athletes and nature buffs

atWooster.Lastyear.inanattemptto
make some extra money, Adam decided to open his own bike shop repair business on campusJhe Voice
wanted tofind out what his new business and love for nature were all
about.
Adam Kiss How did you come up
with your (bike repair) business idea?
Adam Clark: I came back to
Wooster (January 1991), and I don't
know why I was short of money, but

IwasJooiungforwhatlriadtoofTer
what I could contribute to the community. I remember, I knew I could
fix bikes and that there were a lot of
bikes around here. I've been working
on my mountain bike for many years,
so I should be able to fix whatever
comes along. If I couldn't fix the
problem, I could refer someone to a
bike shop. It worked out pretty weU.
I came up with a "tune-up- "
concept
outlining what I wanted to accomplish. I wanted to offer a reasonable
price so it would be real fair for the
customers. I thought it was a good
idea.
AJC: What do you normally charge
customers?
A.C- - In the spring I charged ten
rs
dollars and I still just charge ten
for the tune upNormaHy , it costs
around twenty dollars to tune your
bike up. So, I decided to offer it for
ten. Even though there is no compedol-la-

tition around .here except for
Orrville it's a fair price. It makes it
worth my while. I still make some
money.
AJC; How much business do you
have now?
AJCz Fve already done four or 5ve
bikes and we've only been at school
for a week. I have another four or five
lined up. A lot of people call me to say
they want their Wees done and then it
is up to me to get back to them.
Eventually, it works out pretty wcIL
AJC: Isn't it true that mountain
bikes are the hottest selling bikes on
the marker?

I think so. It's a real fad right
now. It's really taken oft There is a
lot of involvement by people who are
interested in mountain biking and in
keepmg open sorneof the green areas,
some of the reservation or conservation land that different towns have.
It's interesting because there is kind
of a conflict between town officials,
people who own the parks, and mountain bikers. If you don't ride your
mountain bike properly you can do
some trail damage with it So I wrestle
with the issue. I like to mountain bike
in these areas, but I also see that there
is some damage done.
AJC What are your plans as president of the Outdoor Club?
fiJCz Every Sunday we do a trip
out to Spangkr Park mountain biking at 3 ."00 for anyone who wants to
come. They don't have to be an
"official" member of theOutdoorclub.
It is real casual. It's always been that
way. It's a laid back occasion. Today
we had six people go out.
AJC: People of different abilities?
A.C- - People of all different abilities from first time out to people
who have been riding for years. JTne
peop le who have been riding for years
were really patient and helped out
those who haven't. Itwas great We're
going to try to do Friday afternoon
hikes in Spangler. We do those every
week. We did those last year. We
should be able to keep it upFbr Fall
Break we might have a trip to southern Virginia, or there has been talk of
upstate New York. We do a backpacking trip for all the breaks except
Christmas. Last year forSpringBreak
we went out to Yellowstone National
Park. It was myself and six others.
We drove out to Colorado and spent a
night in Boulder.
AJC: Did you have a good time?
AJCz Yea, it was really excellent.
have a bond with these people that
won't be equakd for a long time. We
Voad tripped out That took four or
five days. Then we staved at different
bouses along the way hung out at
some dorm rooms with people thatwe
knew. We stayed at the University of
Colorado at Boulder for three nights.
AJC: Boulder is a cool place.
AJCz Yea,Ilike Boulder. It was all
right, but Bozeman, Montana that's
the place to be.
AJC: Why?
AJCz I was there (in Boulder) when
the campus was full of people. It is a
real consumer society when the students are there. Uis almost unreaL All
you see is shops selling stuff, and
selling more sniff. It is amazing.
People everywhere buyingI like to
be in touch with what is really the

jl

situation. I think Bozeman, Montana
was a really good balance. A lot of

excellent people out there biking
around, hiking, doing some climbing,

and at the same time there were people
who couldn't afford to do all those
things. You keep a good perspective
on what exactly is going on.
.AJC: That is important to remember. A lot of these activities cost
money. Buying a good backpack,
buying a good mountain bike, buying
a pair of hiking boots. Here you are
being outdoors trying to be "one with
nature,' but at the same time you're
shelling out a lot of money.
A.G: There is an interesting man. I
was just introduced to him over the
summer His whole idea is that we've
removed ourselves from nature. At
first we removed ourselves from na-

iT

--

ture by putting on shoes, thereby sepa--

rating ourselves by putting down
cobblestones-busin-

vj

around in little

g

buggies and horses. Now we are on
cars on pavement and highways. Now
we're in airplanes and we are so far
removed from nature that I think there
--

isarealfocustogetbackintoit I don't
quite know how to describe my personal drive and my personal involve-rne- nt
with the earth or with nature. But
it is definitely significant I feel like a
piece of me is back in place when Fm
out doing something either out West
or on the East Coast or in the mountains or in the ocean. It's like I'm

,

photo by JOSH FAG ANS

Adam Clark and his bike, the Night Phoenix of Havoc and Terror

getting back in touch with something.

TTTo'
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The Reading and Writing
Center hours were misstated
in last week's issue of the Voice.
The hours should have read
Monday through Friday, as
well as S unday afternoons and
evenings. Students can call or
stop by the Center to schedule
an appointment

Show your
C.O.W. ID for

10

off

service on any
make or model at

Nedl

Adlamnns

CDnirysIIeiP

Some people spend a fortune on their wardrobes . . .
Our customers just look like they do!

NICE AS NEW
consignment shop

r

119 N. Grant (Cor. W. Liberty & Grant
The members

St)

cf

Beta Kappa Phi
will be participating in a "fun run"

on behalf cf

People to People Ministries
on Monday, September 14, 1992 at

1CHX)

ajn.

ceremony at the Beta section
Immediately following a
(First Section, Armington Hall), the runners will begin the 62.5 mile
course frccn the College of Wooster to
Cleveland Stadium.
ribbco-cumn- g

The inembers of Beta Kappa Phi invite everyone to attend
ceremony in support of the runners and
the ribbon-cutting

IPlyMdDiiiidlln
544 E. liberty

People to People Ministries.
Monetary pledges on behalf of People to People will also be accepted.
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Just a change of name?

This can'tbc happening! This honestly can't be happening! It's only
the second week. I mean, it's too
eariy. Two weeks in and already it's
happening. Fourteen days and I have
writer's block!? This can't be real
It's just toooh, I'm sorry. It's not
.,
Q,.. .
writer's block,just my editors standing in front of the oputeraieelrC
Do you mind!?! Thank you. All is
well. Onward.
Today I thought I'd expound a bit
on what would happen if I were the president (preferably sung to the tune of
"If I Were A Rich Man"). With all the politicking paraphernalia out, it seems
a timely issue, and I'm sure that there are better ideas than tweedledum and
tweedledummer are offering. (Note; the preceding sentence refers to Clinton
and Bush and was meant to insult them, in no particular order. The reader is
encouraged to decide who is dum and who is durnrner depending on one's
own personal political preference. If you feel neither one is a tweedledum.
then feel free to apply the term elsewhere, perhaps at the person currently
reading over your shoulder.)
Now, although I am not running for the presidency (silly me, asked John
Glenn to manage finances and Dan Rather the public relations), I do have
some suggestions for those who are. First, about the deficit What are we.
$20 trillion in the hole? Why not call up the mint and print some more
money? Yea, yea, I've heard all the arguments about depreciating the dollar
and what not, but if everyone just took a little time each day to compliment
their money and show a little appreciation, we'd have some confident bills
"
and a balanced budget. . . .,
Next order of business; the cabinet Sorry to say but I'd have to oust
everyone and restock, preferably with Muppets. They would accomplish
about as much, and meetings would be a lot more fun.
I'm tentatively considering Animal for Secretary of Defense, Graver for
Secretary of the Interior, Oscar for Housing and Urban Development Big
Bird for Transportation (with Snuffleufflegus in an honorary position), Miss
Piggy for Secretary of State, and Kermit for Press Secretary. While I'm at
it I may as well make Gonzo the vice president (as if it would be a big
.

'

Bnttany BuIIard
Catherine Tadros

SiaJJ Artist.

Politics, with a twist

.

change).

Of course I would have to have a special guest star at each meeting. We
could do funny skits and songs and show people how politics really works
individuals with
(stuffed puppets being controlled by
strings and poles, no pun intended).
Another plank in my platform would be the one that uncompromising
members of Congress would be forced to walk. I figure that making Senators
into the Rose Garden would guarantee
and Representatives do swan-divpublicity and help ease voter dissent The voters could even involve
behind-the-scen- es

es

ft.
--

seeObbllgoto on page 8

I had the pleasure of attending my
first Campus Council meeting this
week and I got to see something
rather interesting. The Greek sections on campus petitioned to have
themselves recognized as"fraternal"
organizations by the administration.
This would mean the college would
.drop the tain "sections'' and replace
it with the term "fraternities.' The
faculty stood almost completely opif
posed to this name change which led
to an interesting discussion on the
issue. I must say, the Greek representatives made some worthwhile points
and (perhaps to my surprise) seemed very sincere in their argument
Nevertheless, the faculty had their way when the council voted the movement down. The college can only benefit from this desision.
There are many reasons why I feel that Wooster should not recognize the
Greek institutions on campus as fraternities or sororities. The primary
concern is the deep significance that such a name change entails. The
proposed transformation would serve to symbolize, and in fact legitimize,
the gradual direction the clubs and sections on campus have been moving
towards, the consequences of which are detrimental to the academic integrity of this school.
It is not that I feel that the Greeks on campus are engaged in some dark
conspiracy to bring down the college. I am not some vulgar Marxist who
views all their actions as calculated attempts to spread their power and
influence. The section representatives at the meeting argued that it was
merely a name change and a change that better describes what they are. On
the surface that is all it is and it would be easy to see the Greeks in the right.
The current section leaders made no changes on their charter and stated they
had no intention to go national. I believe them. Unfortunately for them, the
long term ramifications of such a motion make this a much more critical
issue. While the present section leaders have no desire to expand their
alignment what about five years down the line? This name change could
easily lay the foundation or the precedent that could end up crippling this
college and sending it the way of a school like Denison (god forbid).
The renaming of the sections to fraternities, or rather the debate over the
issue, raises another interesting question. During the meeting one of the
Greek representatives from the Krapper section pointed out that the reason
"fraternity " was the term they wanted was because fhat is what they are. At
some other point in the debate SGA rep. Michael; McTieman asked the
council if they were all just fooling themselves concerning the issue of
sections. He went on to speak for the significant number of students at
Wooster who chose to come here over other schools because it does not have
fraternities' or "sororities." It was one of the reasons I came out to Ohio,
see Veritas on page 9
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moves
Spanky
My Labor Bay celebration
outta Kemardlee

Utter

An odd series of events befell me
during my Labor Day celebration. I

duties as responsible members of
Woosters academic community.
I thought deeply about this question with frequent interruptions,
thoughts about the second declension and something about infinitives.
Yet, hard as I thought, I didn't foresee what was about to come.
I made the short trip to the
Treasurer's office, and still recovering from the ringing in my ear, I saw
it There it was in big letters . . .
CLOSED! I rightly guessed that
when I arrived at the Registrar's . . .

"Youse got any Calamine lotion?",
Spanky asked me. He had just come
over to my bousing option,
living. I was busy preparing a
il
nice grilled salmon with a
butter not Country Crock angel
hair pasta, and a fresh salad with
romaine lettuce, not iceberg.
These mosquito bites are killing
me, and the flies have eaten all my
styling mousse."
What seems to be the problem?
"I live in Kenarden," he told me.
They don't have any screens yet"What? Four million bucks and they can't spring for screens?
"Well they had a year but they're still on back order. It wouldn't be so bad
if the AC worked. Alas, that wouldn't help me anyway. They couldn't figure
out how to get the AC to the third floor. But hell, that's nothing, half of my
wardrobe is trashed from all the wet paint But it doesn't matter, I can't tell
if I'm covered in paint because they don't have any mirrors over there.'
Major fashion faux pas.
That's not the half of it. The place is a health hazard, I tell ya. Kenarden
gave me a sprained wrist"
How's that?
"Hitting that damn shower button. In the interest of environmentally
correct hygiene systems, the shower turns itself off after two minutes and
- Ethan Shaw, Senior
P.S. I wonder if they are serving you have to keep hitting the damn button. I tell ya, the thing's tough to work
.with.a hangover,
.ri'L,
,,,,,
v ...
dinner at Lowfy? T ur
I can only imagine.
"But here's the worst of it Kenarden is gender insensitive! I never
Obbligato from page 7
thought that this could happen at Wooster!"
Here we go
They don't have any urinals, just toilets. I had a whole summer of having
to lower the seal for my sister. When I get college housing, I want a trough,
Next week, I will be gathering
damn it Now I geca go the Underground to take a leak!"
names of interested students in the
You mean, there isn't some button to push to make the seat'go up?
Lowry front lobby. Regardless of
"You thinlybey woulda thought of that... You also think they woulda
your parry affliarion or even if you
come up with a better ratio of bathroom space to residents."
have never participated in politics themselves in the process by holding
How about the furnishings? I heard they got some nice stuff over there.
up signs outside the White House
before, this is our time for our voices
"Yeah, if you go for the Aurora, Illinois Howard Johnson thing. The
rating each jump: 9.9. 5.6, 7.8 etcx,
lo be heard.
couches are purple for God's sake. But at least HoJo has mirrors."
depending on form and style.
The dintonGore campaign has alMicrowaves and an elevator. Sounds pretty plush.
Lastly.butnottastr.Iwoald tackle
ready shown interest m The College
WelL the elevator is cool, you need that after a good night of raging. The
ofWooster and they need our help. In the problem of national holidays. microwave, though, big deaL My roomie's got one, so we
don't get his
There are obviously not enough of
the next few days there win be a signdirty".
... ,
up sheet in Lowry Car people who them, and none of them are extremely
July was pretty rainy, ya know. It had to be a cause for an the delays.
want to help create this change in our inventive. Arbor Day? Columbus
"What's rain got to do with it? All the outside stuff was done long before
society. It is my goal to form an Day? Please! How about National
that What? You can't work inside during the rain?"
organization of Wooster students to Water Balloon Day? Consider the
The school's real proud of this thing, Spanky. They were gonna make
help elect Bill Ginks and Al Gore. possibilities! National Bungee Day? some dough
out of it That's good for the schooL
Or maybe something concerning
We will be attending Ohio political
"Yeah right we know the place will be finished by the time the trustees
household appliances and dairy prodrallies, workingwim the ClintonGore
show up for their weekend, maybe even by Homecoming. But you'd think
ucts. I would be open to any suggesstate office, organizing voter registrathey would have finished Kenarden in time for the people that really
tion in Wayne County. I also think it tions from the masses as wett.
mattered, the people who live there."
Speaking of the masses, if I were
win be a good chance far students
Easy Spanky, this is Hank's "baby" you're talking abouL.
with the same political beliefs to get to president, I would personally send
"Baby? Maybe a cabbage patch premie, yes. This is a 'baby only a mother
each and every voter a thank-yo- u
know each other.
note could
love."
I hope you agree that working for (handwritten) and a promise to do my
ClintonGore will be a great way to best on their behalf. I realize scene of
Voice policy
you might be worried that this would
have an active voice n our society.
to
an
Equally, I believe it win finally be a take up
four years of my tenure,
The Wooster Voice encourages all typed, double-spacletters to
way to unify many different people
and I would have little time for anythe editor which do not exceed 300 words. Letters must contain the
arid factions on campus. If you would thing else. Wen, at least I would be
writer's full name, address, and telephone number in order to be
likemore infonnanon on ClintonGore consistent. Wholesale promises and
considered for publication. Letters must be received by 5 pjn. on
please contact me.
empty gratitude are the stuff politics
Tuesday for Friday's publication. The Voice reserves the right to
are made of, at least with me you'd
hold or edit any letter which it receives.
Maahew FrankeL Junior have a card to show for it

woke up to my alarm sounding at
of time to prepare
830 or
for my 10:00 class-th- e Essentials of
Latin. On my way to class, I stopped
by the computer center. Why, you
ask. would I want to go to the computer center on a national holiday?
Well, quite frankly, the answer is
simple. I, like many of the students
around me, had work to complete
and needed a printed copy of this to
demonstrate the work was indeed
finished. I needed to print a paper CLOSED!
"Aarrrgghhh! " I heard myself say.
(My particular paper took the form
AlrighL.xome on...get a grip. I'll
of my senior LS. proposal).
Here I was, in the computer center just go to the bookstore and get the
face to face with a sign informing me book I need for tomorrow's class.
Note: Here we should have the
that the computer center will be
closed for the Labor Day holiday. suspense violins found in
horror movies screeching in our
'How curious, I thought, 'that somebrains.
thing would be closed on a national
You guessed it.. .CLOSED! Iran
holiday
As I walked away, pondering this screaming from the building.
notion, it hit me. How inconvenient
When I was able to regain my
thai an undeniably important service composure, I approached the issue
to the students of the College be in a rational manner. Thus, I pose
closed while they are dependent on this question:
the particular service to fulfill their
"How can it be that four (and
so-pl- enty

low-budg- et

Utur

Dems seek support

Activism. It's inspiring
Il'svis- ible
is
exactly
It
what the College
of Wooster needs during the 1992
presidential election. Through
and a knowledge of political issues not only do we affect real
change, but we can raise our visibility
and tap into the growing political energy on the Wooster campus.
This fall, students all over the counin-vorve-rnem

try win be making an important
to support in the No-

decision- -. who

vember 3rd presidential election. In
electing George Bush or Bill Clinton
for Presklert, we are doir much more
than deciding who will live in the
White House the next four years, we
are making fundemental choices. This
election is about what kind of leadership we need lo take our country into
the 21st century.
It is time we elect a president who
will ensure student loans so all Americans call afford a college education. It
is time we elect a president who will
guarentee women the choice to have
an abortion. And most importantly
we need a president who understands
the terrible job market that we all win

soon face, and make necessary
changes to spur economic growth.
This is why I am supporting Bill
finttvi for PrrV"t.

probably more) services (which may
be considered essential to my duties
as a student of the College) are not
available to me, regardless of the
fact that I am, as a student, obligated
to fulfill certain duties in the academic realm?" This question may
be asked by professors of the College as well.
Certainly one can imagine that a
professor might need to make use of
these services, as well.
I am not trying to pass judgement
on Labor Day or any national holiday, nor am I trying to
Wooster into trimesters. My point,
simply put, is this: The policy of
closing down campus facilities on
national holidays, but expecting students and professors to perform their
duties without these services, is in
no way acceptable. There may be
reasons why the school deems it
necessary to hold classes on this day ,
Dutmey cannot possiblyjustify these
present conditions.
re-sched-

off-camp- us

din-bas-
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The politics of
tweedledum and
tweedledummer

The

on letters

the editor:
ed

What the polls The extraprdieary impact
don't indicate ofa gemieroes Mam's life
FIl scrap a glittery intra, and cut
right to the chase: what the polls
don't show is that George Bush is
actually winning the race to the White
House. No, this isn't a catchy lead
sentence, it's the truth. If the election were held tomorrow, Clinton's
11

7
-

point lead would vanish, and

Bush would narrowly escape being
the "one more unemployed" Clinton
is calling for. If this prediction sounds

crazy, it shouldn't.
A Voice column isn't the best
place for an overview of polling theory. (Besides, Professor Godek is
offering an interdepartmental course Spring Semester entitled: Pollsters in
the Liberal Arts Tradition.) It doesn't take a policy analysis course,
however, to recognize that the numbers are a bit skewed. Most of the polling
figures thus far are measuring the choice of "likely voters.' But "likely
voters" are much different from actual voters. When people are asked
whether or not they will cast a ballot, they are much more likely to say that
they will than mat they won't vote. The Census Bureau estimates anywhere
between 7 to 10 percent of "likely voters," who are calculated into polling
figures, won't make it to the ballot box November 3rd. This distorts the
percentages as these non voters are more likely to be the less educated, the
poor, the young, and the minorities groups that tend to prefer Clinton over
Bush. Seymour Martin Lipset, professor of public policy at George Mason
University, estimates that in this election, nearly
of the
According
to
in
vote.
actually
voters appearing the polls will not
Bill
Clinton."
for
the
is
potential
vote
this
exaggerate
"bound to
Lipset,
Enough with the polling theory. There are other reasons why Democrats
Al
should be leery of Clinton's lead in the polls. As he and running-mat- e
Gore came bouncing out of the Democratic National Convention, Clinton
was tooting "I love New York" from his sax, and touting a 24 point lead
"comeover Bush. But the boost was even more than the
back kid" could have anticipated, and it cam
all-tilowest approval ratings. Although his approval ratings were
impressively high, the Democratic Convention failed to bury the
"character issues" issues which. Eke the draft, continue to
resurface. Ointon is extremely well qualified forme job, buthedidnotfully
succeed in "selling himself" at the Convention. Bush loo carries a lot of
political baggage, but as the outsider. Clinton will need to continue to play
to his strengths, not Bush's weaknesses, if he is to win.
If the lopsided bounces in this summer's eleco polls were charted crt an
would show that we were in serious
decttocardiogram, the fagi
trouble. Maybe we are. The huge swmgsm the po reflect rl rootless
of American voters.' The nation's dissatisfaction with its government was
highlighted in the candidacy of Ross Perot. The havoc of his crumbling
candidacy on the electorate makes Hurricane Andrew look like a White
House fan. The final outcome of his damage is difficult to measure. My
guess is thata large percentage Perot Peopte win st
Bush
and the
voteatalL Of those that do vote, I'd give Clinton
rernaining 20 to be battled out between Bo Qitz, Lyndon LaRooche, and
Spiro Agnew.
A final factor to consider when looking at the polls is that incumbent
Presidents typically outpeifmin their approval ratings on election day.
Many experts predict that Bush will receive an added 2 to 3 percentage
points in the ballot booth. In other words, inairy voters wfflhoM their noses
and go for Bush again in 92.
In arguing that the polls aren't an accurate reflection of where the
candidates stand, I'm not predicting a Bush victory. Clinton stands a good
chance of toppling King George. In the early part of the campaign, the
Arkansas Governor tried to associate himself with John F. Kennedy. The
association may prove 10 be prophetic. In 1960, JFK won by only 100,000
It's too early
votes. SimOarly.I think Ekctkm92 is going to becliff
to call, and still too early to rely on the polls.
self-describ- ed

one-thir- d-

self-proclaimed

me

ever-menaci-

35,

45.

ng

Sometimes life can sneak up behind you when you least expect it. Last
week, life stopped for my grandfather.
My stepmother's father, my grandfather, Frank Koerner, was 67 when he
died September 1. I was in my room when my dad called, and I knew
something was wrong since I had justtalked to my fatherearlier that evening.
He told me that my grampa Boo-Bo- o
had died of a massive heart attack.
We had called him grampa Boo-Bo- o
ever since my cousin dubbed him with
the nickname over ten years ago.
So last weekend, I packed a bag and joined the rest of my family in
Columbus. It was probably one of the hardest weekends of my life.
I've been a stepkid for ten years now, and it's gotten so that I hardly think
about it anymore. My parents (dad and stepmom) are just my parents, and
my mom is my mom. I love them all, and feel that without any of the three
of them, I might not have turned out as well as I've been told I have. That's
not to say that my family life was always fun
especially not for my
stepmom, becausel guess my 'sister and I were sort of terrorists. Life as a stepparent or stepkid is never easy, though,
I guess.
,
Despite my status as "Step" and not"reaL" I loved my grandparents. They supported me when my parents moved
away my senior year in high school, they came to visit me at school when I was feeling homesick, and sometimes
even when I wasn't They always clipped newspaper stories from my local newspaper for me, just so I could keep
up. In fact, they even subscribed to The Voice because they knew how much it meant to me.
And then all of a sudden my dad's voice was telling me that the man who had come and brought my grandmother
to see me, the man whose jokes could make me laugh out loud or blush as red asabeet, the man who was so generous
with me and with his time and other resources, was dead. He had died of a heart attack while writing a check to the
American Red Cross to benefit the survivors of Hurricane Andrew. This generosity was typical of the way he lived
his life.
His death had a prooand impact on me, although I didn't realize it until almost week later. I think anyone's
what your own life is all about. For me, the death of someone who I sort
death causes you to have to
of thought would live forever made me think a lot about myself and a lot about life.
Ilon't know that I ever really said "I love you" to my grandfather so )w I can cly hope thM he knew t
I didn't know him when I was young enough to climb onto his lap and throw my arms around his neck, only when
I was too self concious to realize that I should have.
He taught me a kx about the importance of strong convictions and about the importance of keeping a sense of
humor. HetaughtmeakabouthowimpcctamUistobem
it Not a day went by when be and my grandmother didn't exchange "I love you".
My stepmother, grandmother, aunt and uncle all subscribe to The Voice. To them, I say that even as a stepkid,
Istillkrvedhimalot I also apologize if writing this is in some way inappropriate,forIdonocmeantocerKlamone
was, and how
in my family or otherwise. Rather. I want everyone to know what a great man my grampa Boo-Bo- o
much I learned from his life and am still learning from his death. And I think the fact that I'm still learning from
him now in some way keeps him alive.

.....
re-evalu- ate

Veritas from page 7

.

We heed to re
examine Greek
institutions'
4

and I had never heard of the term
'sections" before.
where
We do need to
institutions
stand
Greek
the
how
and
should
definitely
They
thiscoDege.
at
not be encouraged or sanctioned to
grow larger and gam more influence
re-exam-

ine

overtpusactrvities. Perhaps they
should even be curbed a bit though
not excessively (even I recognize
the right for these institutions to exist). Without a better idea of the
Greek's place at Wooster we only
stand to see more of these confrontations and over progressively more
serious concerns.

If you have any complaints,

ques-

tions, suggestions, or compliments
concerning The Wooster Voice, feel

freetospeakwithourOmbudsperson,
Mike Mattison, at campus box 2199.
The position of Ombudsperson is
specifically designed to act as a neutral mediator between the newspaper
and its readers.
ThemembersoftheVoicestalTseek
to improve the accuracy, fairness,
quality, and credibility of the paper

with this service.

H
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Pat McCurdy kicks off Spotlight Showcase Helmet, The Next Big Thing?
MICHAEL DITTMAN
Staff Writer
When Nirvana bit it big last
year, everybody wanted a piece
of the grungy action. A&R men
from every label went sniffing for
The Next Big Thing, which was,
band
they decided, the four-mHelmet. Everybody wanted the
boys from NYC. Madonna
wanted them for God's sake.
However her new private label
(Maverick for those of you keeping score), couldn't cornpete with
dollar
Interscope's
deal. Which brings us to the
an

multi-milli-

on

present, where Meantime,

-

''

'

-

'
11

SHAWN PERRY
A & E Editor
It's Friday night. You've been
sitting in your room staring at the
same spot for nearly two hours wondering what to do since you've already worn out that copy ofWayne's
World on your V.CLR. and you're
still particd out from Wednesday
night. Why not check out the Spotlight Showcase this week at Mom's?

The Spotlight Showcase brings in
various forms of musical and come-di- c
talent and incorporates an intimate atmosphere for them to perform in. that is if you consider Mom's
Truck Stop intimate. This week, the
Spotlight Showcase opens with gui- good guy Pat
tarisVsingerall-around
McCurdy.
McCurdy, who hails from the
Milwaukee area, has' been referred
to as "Milwaukee's godfather, of
power pop." and "a pop messiah,"
for the performer's great songcraft
and musical ability. In addition to
winning several WAMI awards
(Wisconsin's version of the Grammy
Awards for local talent) earlier this
year, McCurdy qualified as a finalist
in Billboard Magazine's Second
Annual Song Contest in 1990 with
songs. Both aptwo
peared on his last album, A Bit lrra- tional. His new album The Sound of

Men of
Harambee
Comics
v

self-penn-ed

Music, retains his talent for

1p

J

Egypt's dazzling sun

photo by S.B
1

at Mom's Truckstop as part of the Spotlight Showcase.

Pat McCurdy: Appearing September

Coming Next
Week...

Helmet's new LP, has been released.
It's hard to remember that Helmet isn't from Seattle. They have
that same thick, grungy sound as
Soundgarden or maybe Nirvana's
first album. Their rhythms are a
little more elaborate than your
run of the mill grungster though.
The drum fills are very clean and
all the members of die band weave
in and out of each others sound,
(which isn't that surprising since
they claim that their main influ- ence was Jazz saxophonist John

son gwri ting with the biting humor
and sardonic wit usually incorporated in his songs.
Songs such as "We Made Love,"

Cotoane). The vocals are strong.
if a little nasal, slighdy reminiscent of Ozzy Osboume in his early
Black Sabbath days.
The lyrics on Meantime were all
written by Page Hamilton, one of
the guitarists and the lead vocalist,
who goes for a certain obscurity in
the lyrics, but for simple ideas.
The tune "Give It," a great cut
from the album is about how we
all must move on without regret.
"Unsung," the first single, is about
how badly it sucks to die before
you're sure that you'll be remembered (To die unsung would really bring you down"). It's met
some commercial success and is
in heavy rotation at WMMS in
Cleveland as well as at MTV's
Buzz Bin.
Helmet may very well be the
Next Big Grungy Thing. They've
got a good solid sound, a good
look (clean cut indie rock stars
interesting concept), and a great
record deal. Keep your eye on
them, they'll be opening for Faith
No More September 23 at the
Cleveland Agora. Oh, the name?
' Page Hamilton used to live in Germany it was originally Helmut.

--

which depicts the narrator and his
girlfriend as miracle workers who
celebrate each conquest with a"liole
roll in the hay," and "God," which
depicts the Father above as a racist
Republican who hates to pay taxes,
are just a few of the surprises in
McCurdy's repertoire. ,.
He has opened for a number of top
flight bands including RJLM Cheap
Trick, The Beach Boys, The
Foreigner and Kansas. McCurdy is
a regular on the college circuit
though. He finds that college
have a greater appreciation for
musical
his brand of humor-tinge- d
perfromances. "They are the most
people," he says.
"Young people are more willing to
accept because they don't have preconceptions. They have a better
sense of humor."
His songs also make points about
things in everyday life in both emotional and humorous ways. "While
I'm being funny I make points about
life in general."
McCurdy will kick off the
B-5- 2's.

stu-de-

open-mind-
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ed

Show-caseinMp-

tonight

at9 pjn.
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Amenhotep

III and his world

JUSTIN BOYD
Assistant A&E Editor
"His majesty's heart was pleased
with making very great monuments,
the like of which never existed since
the primeval of the two lands."
An inscription on one of the buildings of Pharaoh Amenhotep III
(grandfather of Tutankhamen) explains this ancient ruler's compulsion to create works of art and architecture rjeyorel anything that had ever
been seen before in his world. It also
opens the Cleveland Museum of
Art's new traveling exhibit,"Egypt's
Dazzling Sun: Amenhotep III and
His World."
From his palace in Thebes (modem Luxor), Amenhotep subsidized
a period of artistic production in the
Egyptian empire that had never been
equalled before and has never been
matched since. When Amenhotep
III became Pharaoh (around 1391
B.C. at the age of ten or twelve), he
ruled over the most powerful empire
on the face of the earth.
. .EXgt's enemies had all been 5ub--

dued by previous kings, so he had
total freedom to concentrate on beautifying his land. With the help of his
greatest engineer, Amenhotep son
of Hapu (who was deified after his
death) and his wife. Queen Tiy (who
survived her husband and exerted
considerable influence on her society until her death) the Pharaoh had
many temples and buildings constructed.
Amenhotep III also provided fund--,
mgforthousandsof artists who made ,
innumerable decorations, sculptures .
and crafts to decorate these temples
j
and buildings.
The hallmark of Amenhotep's ar-- '
chitecture was its size. He wanted :
his structures to be immediately impressive to everyone. The greatest
of his projects was the Colossi of
--

Memnon.

Under the supervision

of

Amenhotep son of Hapu, this pair of
y
statues (720 tons apiece)
were each carved in the kings image
four-stor-

see Egypt on page 11

.
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Egypt from page 10

Egyptian exhibit showcases art and architecture
politan Museum of Art in New York
among others), the exhibit is astounding in its variety.
Although much Egyptian statuary and relief follow a standard pattern there is incredible variation and
expression to be seen in the smaller,
everyday objects like jewelry and
decorations.
Notable in particular is a likeness
of the widowed Queen Tiy which,
unlike much of the art, seems to
display an intense emotion in its
"
face.
Few of these objects were simply
material possessions, they all had
symbolic meaning to the Egyptians.
This is another absorbing aspect of
the exhibit.

from a single Mock of stone quarried

in Southern quartzite mines and
transported 420 miles to their place
outside the funeral temple of the
king (where they still stand today).
The Cleveland exhibit is a collection of smaller objects ranging from
jawelry to entire, sarcophagi of
Amenhotep's officials (sorry, the
Colossi couldn't make it).
It has taken historians this long to

gather and identify many of
Amenhotep's works due to thousands of years of plundering and

--

commerce.
Another stumbling block was
Ramesses the Great who, one hun-

dred years after the death of
Amenhotep, had "Ram esses the
Great" inscribed on many of
Amenhotep's buildings.
In addition, Ramesses the Great
had statues in the likeness of
in his own imAmenhotep
age. Thus, it was difficult to pinpoint what was really created under

Captions accompanying the

re-c- ut

Amenhotep
Ramesses.

and

what

was

The result of the organizers' efforts is truly impressive. Gathered
from all corners of (he gfober (c6iS--''
tributing museums are the Pushkin
Museum of Moscow, the Louvre of
Paris, the Victorian and Albert Museum of London, and the Metro

'-

pieces describe their larger social
context and the possible intentions
their creators might have had in
making them. The exhibit is, therefore, as enlightening as it is fascinating and well worth the trip.
The exhibit is in The Cleveland
Museum of Art until September 27.
Hours are: Tuesday and Friday,
- 1 1:00 to 3:45; Wednesday and Friday; 1 00 to 9:45? Satodayr9:00r
to 5:45; Sunday, 1 1:00 to 6:45; and
is closed Mondays.
Admission for adults is $5, seniors and students are $4. General
"

admission at 4:00 on Sundays is
free. A
continuous movie
is available to all
and
recorded tours are available for an
extra $3 JO. Parking is $3.00.
Until September 2 a feature film,
live music, snacks, dinner and a
cash bar will be available every
Friday from 5:30 to 9:30 pjn., so
take a date and make a night of it
On Saturday, September 19, the
College of Wooster Art Department
is sponsoring buses to the exhibit
that will leave at 9:00 ajn. and
return at 3:00 pjn.
"
Students interested in attending
the exhibiton this department-sponsore- d
date will need to be at Severance Art Building at 8:45 ajn. Reservations are necessary. Information forms can be obtained at Frick
Art Museum from the museum
guard.
Costs of the trip is $7.50 which
covers transportation, admission, a
slide presentation at the museum
and the recorded tour. Additional
money will be needed for lunch-t- here
restau-.ran- ts
are a few
available in or near the
seum complex.;
Questions regarding the Art Department-sponsored
trip should be
referred to Donna Warner in the Art
Department at extension 2388.

Faculty Recital compositions
span two centuries of music
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Donna Janusko will perform a variety of vocal selections at a faculty
recital Sunday at 7:30 pan, la GaultRecttsi Han In Scbeide.
JUSTIN BOYD
Assistant A & E Editor
o
Donna Janusko,
an adjunct Professor of Music at
Wooster, will give a recital at Gault
Recital Hall this Sunday, September
13, at 7:30 pjn. Admission is free
and the performance is open to the
Mezzo-Sopran-

The program consists of a wide
range of pieces spanning some two
hundred years of musical composition.
The oldest piece is an aria, "O mio

- H
li--.

-

-

-

public

Editor

fipt. 17
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-
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Donizetti's opera,La Favorite. This
is followed by a song cycle by
Johannes Brahms "Vier ernste
Gesange" (1896). This collection
was the final song cycle written by
Brahms before his death in 1897.
Interestingly enough, the content
of the songs revolves around the
subject of death, and even though
the texts are biblical, the songs reflect a very philosophical approach
to the subject
A good friend of Brahms, the great
pianist Clara Schumann, died while
Brahms was composing the cycle
and it is rumored that he finished it in
her memory.
The third piece on the program is
Histoires Naturelles" by Maurice
RaveL This cycle of songs created
quite a furor when they made their
France.
debut in
imitate
the
to
Ravel did his best
turn-of-the-cent-

ury

spoken patterns of the French language which was established as an
artistic taboo in his time. It was felt
that common French was not fit for
use in serious song. What was most

was
amusing about all the hub-bu- b
the fact that the songs were almost
silly in their content
Based on poems by Jules Renard,
they revolve around observance of
little animals such as a rabbit and a
r,
hardly
themes. Despite their apparent trite-ness, the pieces are extremely difficult to perform due to the fact that
the diction should imitate the pattern
sand-pipe-

earth-shatteri-

ng

of spoken French not the sung French
which is commonly taught
The highlight of the recital is the
premiere of a cycle of six songs by

Wooster Professor of Music,
TheodorDuda.

Based on poems by Emily
Dk:kinson,thecompositionborrows
musical quotations from such

di-

verse sources as Mozart's "Ave
Verum," "Row, Row, Row Your

Boat,"andDebussysTeventdans
laptaine."
Duda composed the cycle from
1982-198-6
and will be
accompany-uigJanuskoonthepianoduringt-

heir

pei fun nance.

Accompanist for the other pieces

of Music, a frequent soloist
who has made a specialty of
partnering singers.

.
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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
Come see your buddies at
Happy Hour in the Underground from 5:00 to 6:45 p.m.
Bring your friends to Scot Lanes
for Bowling for Dollars from
pjn. . Midnight --$200 per

8.-0-0

team

.in

p.m. Prince of Tides
At
starring Nick Nolte will be
shown at the Underground for
$.50
The Spotlight Showcase
featuring Pat McCurdy will be
at Mom's Truckstop from
pjn. to 1 1 p.m.!
8.-0-0

V

9.-0-0

r

SATURDAY, SEPT. 12
Take a ride to Cedar Point from
9:00 ajn. till dark! Register
the Lowry front desk.
Say Anything starring John
Cusak will be shown at Mateer
at 7:30 and again at 10:00 pjn.

a

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
Singles pool tournament
registration begins at Lowry
front desk.
'-

NXT
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Clinton sweeps Missouri, Rhode Island
really cares about me...

MATT SEAMAN
on the Planet Oumpa course that I took because I couldn't find a History
Humor Columnist
Of People Hho Wad A Dramatic Effect On The Course Of World History
I am at Wooster to get a Liberal Arts Education. You can't go more than And Who The Rest Of The World Knows And Talks About So Often That
ten feet without hearing someone talk about the importance of getting a You Look Like Spiro Agnew If You Don't Know Who These People Are
Liberal Arts Education.
When They Are Discussed By People In Ban Who Drink Pabst Blue
Most of the people who talk about the importance of a Liberal Arts Ribbon Beer And Believe
Is Real course.
Education get paid for providing one, so we know their opinion is fair and
Then, of course, I discover that I spelled "the" incorrectly in my paper
objective. A Liberal Arts Education is important because without one you and it came out "ten."
wouldn't be able to do whatever it is you do when you graduate from a
I also know the administration cares about me because there was a plant
''
Liberal Arts College.
sale in Lowry. My roommate and I
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
I think that means going to
rushed down to snap up the best of
school, and thank God for grad
"When came back the room was full of so
those green things. I think he bought
school because without that we
the Already Dead model to save
many bugs that they had started to carry off
.
would be forced to go into the world
time.
j
our stereo equipment
and raise money to pay back the
Anyway we brought our new
huge debts we incurred from re-plants back to the room and then we
cciving this Liberal Arts Education, which is so valuable.
left to go do student things, like trying to get dates, drinking, and finding
My first proof that the administration at this college is interested in the really nerdy guys to give us a summary of the reading we forgot to do.
quality of my Liberal Arts Education is that the printer in Babcock is
When I came back, the room was full of so many bugs that they had
broken. The Academic Computer Center decided that my education started to carry off our stereo equipment and sell it to meaner bugs.
would be better served if they got a really cool new graphics arts computer
Sol thought quickly and turned on all the lights near my roommate's bed
with seventy gazillion colors. They keep it locked in a dark room that only so the bugs would fly to his side of the room. But they still haven't gone
Henry Copeland is allowed access to when he wants to play Pong. away.
Apparently this system works on the theory that if I can't use the printer
I was very worried about it so I called Dwayne Davis to see what to do
in myown dorm, I'll be forced to get exercise by walking across campus but his secretary told me he was with President Copeland playing
to pick up the papers I have to write for my History of Potential Minorities

7.-0-0

8.-0-0

RAISE A COOL

Pro-Wrestli- ng
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1000
M JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost
Yob abo get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
juat lor aHJng

I

l-800432-052-
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I know the administration

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 16
From 10:00 ajn. to
p.m.
Trent Graphics will have a
poster sale in Lowry Center
Video Night at the Underground
begins at
pjn. with Star
Trek : The Motion Picture and
at 10:00 pjn. with Star Trek 2:
The Wrath of Khan for $JO
each.

8,ExL65

Or, how

-

EARN EXTRA INCOME
EARN $200-550- 0
WEEKLY
MAILING TRAVEL
BROCHURES. FOR
INFO. SEND A STAMPED
ADDRESSED ENVELOPE
TO: TRAVEL INC.. BOX
2530, MIAMI. FL. 33161
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Spikers outplayed

The death of a hockey stick and the search for another

CHRIS MACKEY

Staff Writer
The College of Wooster volleyball team traveled three hours to
Bluffton, Ohio Wednesday where
they scored three points in three
games.
The best of five game match started

competitively as the score was knotted at 2 early in the first game. The
Beavers then took control and never
looked back in cruising to a 15-- 3
2--

win. Bluffton scored thirty consecutive points to defeat the overmatched
Lady Scots in three straight games.
Tammy Campbell led the team
once again in kills with three while
Sarah Robertson topped the team in
assists with three.
Wooster will travel to Gberlin this
weekend to compete in an invitational tournament.

MIKE HOUSEHOLDER

hurled my bladeless stick repeatedly
to the ground. After my tirade had
In the world we live in, change is an subsided, I picked up the remnants of
inevitability. Relationships that "Mario" and proceeded to give him a
people hold dear to their hearts are proper burial in the dark recesses of
my closet
often broken in the blink of an eye.
OnSurxiay afternoon, nearly twelve
Such was the case early Sunday morning, September 6. At approximately
hours after the demise of my friend, I
personal friend deckled that I needed to replace him
of minc-m- y hockey stick. Yes, you so that his legacy could live on. I
read correctly, I said my hockey stick. thought to myself, where in Wooster,
Iwasplayingafriendly game ofstreet Ohio would be the best place to find a
hockey on the porch of one of the . hockey stkk? I needed to replace
campus houses when disaster struck.
"Mario" immediately to help curb the
I wound up for a hard slap shot and anguish I felt as a result of his unwhen I made contact with the hockey
timely and unwarranted death.
My friends have been ranting and
ball, the blade of my stick went flying.
rt
My first reaction was pure anger and raving about mis new
that
frustration with the loss of "Mario" as has just been opened up in Wooster.
rt
in the
I affectionately refer to him. Losing Billed as "the largest
complete control of my emotions, I state of Ohio." I figured I couldn't

Staff Writer

lose
3.-00ajnIlostac-

Wal-Ma-

Wal-Ma-

lose. Deciding that I could use the
exercise, I hopped on my bicycle and
made the torturous trek up to
I walked in and basked in the
size
sheer
of the establishment I
headed for the sports department and
walked around past the various sports
equipment contained in this gargantuan store. I continued for the next ten
to fifteen minutes trying to find where
the hockey sticks were located, but I
failed to find any. I stormed out of the
rt
in Ohio" very
"the largest
angered about the day's proceedings.
rt
located in the suburThe
ban Pittsburgh town in which I live is
chock full of hockey sticks. I suppose
rt
the reason that my hometown
has many sticks is because the
sport ofhockey has become extremely
popular in the Pittsburgh area in recent years. The advent of the two-tiworld champion Pittsburgh Penguins has caused a hockey craze in the
metropolitan Pittsburgh area I was
hoping that craze could have spread
the mere
hours between Pittsburgh and Wooster, Ohio.
Why hasn't the sport of hockey
caught on in Ohio as it has in outer
places throughout the couniry? There '"
are several reasons. One is the fact
thatno National Hockey League team
calls Ohio its home. The second
reason is the amount of fighting in
hockey turns some potential fans off.
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A final reason is the lack of TV exposure. Thelasttwoshouldnolongerbe
a problem. The NHL Board of Governors has recently implemented rule
changes that should curb the problem
of fighting. Also, the NHL and ESPN
have just recently signed a deal that
will have the Total Sports Network-carryiNHL games on their station
starting October 6.
I consider the sport of hockey to be
the most exciting and enjoyable sport
to watch, so my advice to all sports
fans whohaven'tcaughton to the fast
paced, high skill excitement of an
NHL game is simply this turn on
your TV and give it a chance.
The October 6 game that I made an
earlier reference to should be an extremely good one. The Philadelphia
Flyers travel to Pittsburgh to take on
my beloved Penguins as they begin
This game
theirquestfora three-pea- t.
is special, because it will mark the
ng

first NHL game played by Eric
Lindros, touted to become one of if
not the greatest hockey player in history. The Penguins' Mario Lemieux
is arguably the greatest hockey player
to ever lace up his skates, so this
matchup should be one to watch. '
Just a footnote: I went down to one
of the sports stores in town on Tuesday afternoon and picked up Mario's
replacement, so I'm not feeling quite
as depressed anymore.
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All Majors
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Wooster, OH

Location

Please see your officer selection officer Captain Kirk A.
Shawhan at the Lowry Student Center on September 1 5
from 10:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. or call (216)
678-429- 0.

Please Call:
National Service! Inc.

(201 ) 305.5950

crosscountry

The

Wooster cross country prepares for upcoming season
SUSAN ROBERTS
APRIL HECK
Staff Writers
This past Friday, the men and
women' s cross country teams opened
their seasons with a

non-scori-

ng

meet

against Oberlin. Despite swampy
course conditions, the results showed

that the Wooster runners did more
than practice the art of vegetating
over the summer.
For the women, senior team
Marya Cross led the way
over the two and a half mile course
co-capt-ain

with a third place finish, followed
closely by sophomore Julia Judson,
senior April Heck, and junior Sandy
Clark.
Not very far behind this pack of
four were senior Carolyn Kiss.who
finished in eigth place. Following
her were junior Susan Roberts, senior Jen Holscott, and junior Amy
Bacik.
"Overall, I'm pleased with the
outcome of this meet," commented
coach Dennis Rice. "It was a low-ke- y
for the
meet, just a warm-u- p

season. But there was only a
second gap between the first and
fifth runners, which was good."
race, there
In the men's four-mil-e
team
as
senior
were no surprises
Jason Kelly stole the show,
followed by junior Adam Myers in
second place. Finishing next for the
Scots were junior Wheeler Spaulding
and David Stouffer, in seventh and
eighth place respectfully.
Senior Chris Levy led the way for
the next group of veteran runners,
with a tenth place finish, followed
33

co-capt-

ain

TTDrowns

SSwed

by senior Steve McMillan, sopho-rnoPaul Kinney, and senior Jason
Hudson.
"The men showed strong effort,"
said Rice. "It's still early in the
we'll be even tougherwhen
season
it counts in October."
The cross country teams will face
their nextchallenge when they travel
to Albion College in Michigan on
September 19, to compete in the
GLCA meet. There they will test
their strength in the season's first
invitational.
re
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sacks on their way to an embarrassing 14--3 loss to the Indianapolis
Colts. The offensive line was a
weakness coming into the season
but it wasn't supposed to be this bad.
The Browns play their home
opener this coming Monday night
against the Dolphins. The Dolphins
pass rush isn't very good, but either
was the Colts. Look for Dan Marino
and company to handle the Browns
easily. "Mr. Monday Night" predicts: Dolphins 24 Browns 10.

Cranball House
proudly presents

A day of music, merrymaking, and mischief
FEATURING:

KEITH ERIC & WATERHOUSE
THE QUESADAS

&
HARMON'S DEPOT
Saturday, September 12th, Becks Family Campground
8375 Friendsville Road (off of Routh 83 just north of) Wooster, Ohio

Please donft drink and drive!
OvtdaUpfOvidesabusattfaeoofnerofPeail

and College,

or you cm tpend the night.

Bring your lent.

For recycling purposes please bring your own cup!
$10.00 in advance

Bring your IX).

$ 12.00 Day of event
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women's soccer
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Women's soccer rebounds from opening loss
; ft-

ranked teams from Kean College and
Scran ton University.
In their first match against Kean
sophomores Jenna Dearlove and Jennifer Mandle connected for an early
goal But Kean managed to score
with 43 seconds left in the first half.
Midway through the second half
Kean took advantage of a scramble in
front of Wooster's net and scored
again, making the end result a disappointing 2 to 1 loss.
"Fitness played a big factor in our
first game," said coach David Brown.
"Wecan only hope that the loss doesn't
come back to haunt us later on in the
season."
The Lady Scots pulled together on
Sunday to gain an impressive victory
against Scran ton . The only goal of
the game came late in the first half

,
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SPORTS SHORTS
Katie Doyle saWdouble on Wednesday
when the Lady Scot Field Hockey team traveled to Ohio
Wesleyan. Doyle's twin sister plays for the Bishops.
First-ye-ar

Four Scot players were selected to the
team over the weekend, including Mphatso Namwali,
who was named Most Valuable Player.
all-tournam-

Coaches and members of the media have picked the
Scot football team to finish seventh in the North Coast
Athletic Conference.

Six alumni to be named to Hall of Fame

when sophomore Larisa Fricsons
dribbled her way through the defense
to score.
The win over Scran ton gave us a
lot to be proud of." said junior Delia
Hoye. We really pulled together as
a team and made the long trip a worth
while- Senior defenders Tammy Berger

r
:

Baros
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Sophmore Larisa Fricsons crosses the ball during the Lady Scots' win
over John CarroO.
JEN MANDLE
Staff Writer
The women's soccer team has already recorded two strong wins this
year despite draping their first game

to Kean.
The Lady Scots had a tough start as
they traveled to Scran ton, Pennsylvania for a tournament this past weekend. There they faced nationally
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you are an applicant who qualifies and are
between the ages of IS and under 27 by February
1. 1993. never married and at least a six month
resident of Ohio, thus college dorm students are
eligible, you could be Ohio's representative at the
CBS nationally televised Miss USA Pageant in
February to compete for over $200,000 in cash and
will
prizes The Miss Ohio USA Pageant for 1993
be presented in the Grand Ballroom of the
Columbus Marriott North m Columbus. Ohio.
November 27th. 28th and 29th. 1992. The new
Miss Ohio USA? along with her expense paid trip
to compete to the CBS nationally televised Miss
USA Pageant, will receive over $2,000 in cash
among her many prizes All girU interested in
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Wooster faces

on Saturday.
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Mason Strandh 73 and

Melinda Weaver '75. The Women's
Athletic Association would like to

pay

special

tribute
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Sarah

MacDougall who helped bring field
hockey to Wooster and is indeed an
inspiration for women athletes.
When Sarah MacDougall left the
East Coast in 1959 and headed for
the Midwest, she brought two things
with her - a passion for field hockey
and the spirit of a champion.
As a freshman, Sarah got together
with Marge Eipperand Helen Eipper,
and a short time later field hockey
was born at Wooster.
Sarah played for four years, but
her field hockey career was far from
over when she graduated. After leaving Wooster in 1963, she continued
to play with Moorestown in the West
Jersey Field Hockey League.
In 1965, she earned a master's
degree in biology from the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania and then headed
for the Peace Corps. She returned to

567 N. Market Street, Suite
(216)264-917- 7
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WAA RELEASE
This Saturday six Wooster alumni
will be inducted into the "W" Association Sports Hall of Fame. All six
athletes were not only standouts in
their sports, but were also outstand
ing individuals. Half of the induct- -
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cellent performances, as did juniors
Clari Roberts and Marcy Hunt Junior .standout goalie Lisa Hall also
played a great game, chalking up the
26th shutout of her college career. .
Wednesday the Lady Scots played
a soggy home opener against John
Carroll. The two teams began play
after an hour long rain delay which
left the field partially flooded.
However, despite poor field conditions Wooster dominated the game
from the start. A sophomore trio
managed to tally five goals before the
game was called on account of weather
conditions. Fricsons scored a pair of
goals in the first half of play, as did
sophomore Megan Bruce in the second. Dearlove rounded out the scoring with an additional goal.
Wooster will be hoping for a little
drier weather this weekend as they
host Oberlin, Wilmington, and Trinity mufriri annual Lady Scot Clas-
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field hockey in 1970 and gained a
spot on the United States team.
She later became a high school
field hockey, basketball and lacrosse
official and remained active in athletics until 1975-7- 6 when she con-fronted, her greatest challenge a
progressi ve dependency on alcohol.
Sarah joined Alcoholic Anony-

"

mous and Adult Children of Alcoholics, and her resilient spirit helped
guide her through the darkest areas
of recovery. Today, Sarah is a champion in the truest sense of the word.
She has taken her weaknesses, and
with the help of what she calls a
"power greater than herself" turned
them into strengths and assets that
have enabled her to help young
people who are struggling with drug
and alcohol problems.
As a public high school teacher,
Sarah spends each day in the trenches
encouraging the youths she teaches
to develop their full potential to
become champions - and she credits
her Wooster experience with playing a signigicantrole in her success.

Attention Seniors
Fulhright Awards for Oversea
Shirty and Research
Grants to over 100 countries for
graduate study and research.
Teaching Assistantships in English
available in France, Germany,
Ecuador, and Korea.
Campus application deadline:
October 12, 1992.

For information and applications.
please contact Professor Mary j
Addis, Dept. of Spanish and ItalianJ
237 Kauke HalL extension 2381.
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men's soccer

JOSH ELROD
Staff Writer
The fighting Scot Soccer team
continued to roll this past week by

posting

three

wins
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During the first game of the championship on Saturday, the Scots
awoke from a sluggish beginning
when senior Galen Avgerinos lifted
a cross from sophomore Mike
Sanneh over the Hornet's keeper with
only five minutes left in the half. At
half time Wooster led
As the second half began, a seemingly energized Scot team utilized
crisp passing and aggressive play to
apply pressure and take control of
the game. Seven minutes into the
Benedetto Falcone
period, first-yeadded another goal to help secure
the 0 win.
In the final, Wooster coach Bob
Nye was pitted against a familiar
coach. Paul McGinlay, a former
assistant to Nye, was calling the shots
for Trinity University. The Trinity
team had advanced in a tight 0 win
over DePauw.
As the game opened, it was clear
that the Scots had come prepared.
Just over ten minutes into the game,
junior Chris Bond headed a comer
kick into the Trinity goal as Wooster
took an early lead. Senior Mphatso
Namwali later scored off a beautiful
one on one move to increase the
lead. The Scot defense allowed a
Trinity score late in the second half
but held off the Tigers to take the
title. In each of the championship
1--
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Kalamazoo, Trinity and Mount
Union. The victories against Trinity
and Kalamazoo came in the Scot's
successful bid to take their fourth
consecutive championship in the
Wooster Invitational soccer tourna:
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Field Hockey:
3
Scots
Scots
Wesley an 4
4-Dcp-

auw

0-Oh-

io

Men's Soccer
Scots
0
1
Scots 2:Trinity
Scots
Union 0
2-Kalam-

azoo

3-Mo-

unt

Women's Soccer
Scots
2
Scots
0
Scots
Carroll 0
1-K- ean

1-Scr-

anton

5-Jo-hn

Volleyball:
Scots
3-Bluf-

fion
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--Aging tennis great John
McEnroe all but stating that
this year's US. Open will be
his last. (USA Today. 9892)

,

.

PETER JAMES
Sports Editor
After opening the season with an
exciting 3 victory against DePauw
in sudden death overtime last Saturday, the Lady Scots were handily
defeated by conference rival Ohio
Wesleyan
4--
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games, sharp play by Wooster's senior keeper, John Weidenhamer,
was vitaL
(
In Tuesday's Mount Union game,
three Scot veterans provided the offense, while the defense shut down
the Raiders in route to their fourth
win in as many tries. Thirty minutes
into the contest Avgerinos found a
hole in the Mount Union defense
and put a long shot over the keeper's
head. Bond added to the score getting his second goal of the season
and Namwali got his fourth on a well
-

.-

"We played well over the weekend," said coach BrendaMeese. "But
we were very erratic yesterday
(Wednesday)." Meese's assessment
was correct as the Lady Scots were
outplayed in every facet of the game.
Wooster needs to improve on some
things if it wishes to raise it's level of
play to that of Ohio Wesleyan. "We
need to be more aggressive to the
ball," commented Meese. "We need
to be more consistent in the circle
both offensively and defensively."
This weekend the Lady Scots return to Cindy Barr Memorial Field
for their home openers. They take

Wooster in the season opener with
two goals. She was joined by sophoKatie
more Meg Wood and first-yeDoyle, who each had one goal in the
victory. Doyle's goal was the game
winner.
Other strong players were juniors
Luci Day, Lisa OstermueDer and on Wittenberg Saturday and Earlham
Missy Rice, as well as junior goalie ' on Sunday.
Becky Tederstrom, who registered
Compiled with the help of News
six saves overate weekend.
Services.
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Roger HaDer drives undeterred on the opponent's goal during the Wooster Invitational.
placed cross from first- - year Joseph
Kostakis. Namwali continues to lead
the Scots in scoring.
In all three victories this week, the
team showed some very strong play,
but that play was inconsistent Junior defenseman Dan Cochrane was
sidelined for all three games and his
absence may account for some of
their shaky play on defense. Luckily, the backfield was able to pull
together under sophomore Roger
Haller, junior Eric Dietric and the
omnipresent play of Namwali

Lady Scots still have room for improvement

Sophomore Caroline Robinson led

decision. I am not as good as
the top players, that's the bottom line. I am a step below the
top players."

,

.

.

If anything has been a strength of
the team this season, it has been
depth. Great performances from the
bench have become a regularity.
Another exciting aspect of this
year's team has been the wealth of
talent in the first-yeclass which
Nye called "one of the strongest" in
recent years.
Overall, Wooster demonstrated that
it is a team to be reckoned with. The
Scots will test that reputation again
ar

on Saturday, when they host
Wilmington at 4:00.

field hockey

4-- 0.

"It's not really a difficult

.

Coming this week
Saturday:
Football
vs. Kalamazoo 1:30

Men's Soccer
A
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vs. Wilmington 4:00

Women's Soccer
Lady Scot Classic 12:00

Field Hockey
vs. Wittenberg 1:00
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Sunday;
Women's Soccer
Lady Scot Classic 12:00

Field Hockey
vs. Earlahm l.OO
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Sophomore Meg Wood will be a
key contributor this year

Tuesday:
Field Hockey
vs. Dennison 3:30
Volleyball
vs. Mount UhionTohn Carroll
6.-008:-00

